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Abstract 
We prove that the representation dimension of a selfinjective algebra of wild tilted type is equal to three, and give an 
explicit construction of an Auslander generator of its module category. We also show that if a connected selfinjective 
algebra adrnits an acyclic generalised standard Auslander-Reiten component then its representation dimension is equal 
to three. 
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l. lntroduction
Our objective in this paper is to explore the relation between the representation theory of an algebra, or more 
precisely the shape ofits Auslander-Reiten components, and its homological invariants. We are in particular interested 
here in the representation dimension of an algebra, introduced by Auslander in [8], which measures in sorne way 
the complexity of the morphisms of the module category. There were several attempts to understand, or compute, 
this invariant, see, for instance, [8], [15], [3]. Special attention was given to algebras of representation dimension 
three. The reason for this interest is two-fold. Firstly, it is related to the finitistic dimension conjecture: Igusa and 
Todorov have proved that algebras ofrepresentation dimension three have a finite finitistic dimension [19]. Secondly, 
because Auslander's expectation was that the representation dimension would measure how far an algebra is from 
being representation-finite, there is a standing conjecture that the representation dimension of a tame algebra is at 
most three. Indeed, while there exist algebras of arbitrary [28], but finite [20], representation dimension, most of the 
best understood classes of algebras have representation dimension three. This is the case, for instance, for algebras 
obtained by means oftilting, such as tilted algebras [5], iterated tilted algebras [11] and quasitilted algebras [25]. This 
is also the case for classes of selfinjective algebras related to the ones obtained via tilting, such as trivial extensions 
of iterated tilted algebras [12] and selfinjective algebras of euclidean type [7]. In both of these cases, the algebra 
considered is the orbit algebra of the repetitive algebra of sorne tilted algebra under the action of an infinite cyclic 
group of automorphisms. 
It was then natural to consider next the class of selfinjective algebras of wild tilted type, introduced and studied in 
[16]. A selfinjective algebra A is called of wild tilted type if A is the orbit category of the repetitive category ÍJ, in the 
sense of [18], of a tilted algebra B of wild type, under the action of an infinite cyclic group of automorphisms. Our 
first main theorem may now be stated. 
Theorem A. Let A be a connected selfinjective algebra of wild tilted type. Then rep. dim. A = 3. 
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